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JSI Health products are meticulously crafted to provide 
the caring comfort required for both the patient and the 
caregiver — a human-centered design approach central 
to Mike Shields’ work. Loved ones promote healing when 
nearby, and with inviting details and optimal comfort, this 
time with those in need is facilitated effortlessly. Features 
like diverse material selections, scalability, and versatile 
storage solutions provide designers and facilities staff 
with options that serve key functions.
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above: Satisse guest chair, patient chair, easy access chair, lounge, magazine table

metal seating family

When Mike Shields designed Satisse, he looked to create 
a family of seating options that was diverse, inviting, 
and provided the comfort and support where it’s needed 
most. Thoughtful design details like MagLinx™ connectors 
allow for easy reconfi guration, catering to changing 
priorities, fl oor plans, and cleaning needs. 

SATISSE
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Human-centered design was the core principle of Mike 
Shields’ design of Kindera, creating a strong connection 
between caregiver and patient. Patients feel at ease 
during their treatment and through recovery, while 
providers fl ow through their work naturally. Controls 
are intuitive and easily located for both patients and 
caregivers to provide engaged support through the 
entire experience. Features like the Trans4rm™ system 
allow either arm of the recliner to retract into the frame, 
creating a smooth platform for safe patient transfers.

KINDERA

performance recliner

above: Kindera fi xed arm recliner 07



Somna, designed by Mike Shields, provides the comfort 
needed for loved ones — the vital support patients require 
during their healing and recovery. With options like 
Somna’s laminate surround, it allows for scalability down 
to the inch and high cleanability. Integrating a Copilot 
pull-up table adds even more fl exibility for visitors.

SOMNA

sleep sofa

09above: Somna armless sleep sofa with TFL wrap, low arm sleep sofa with rear casters (sleep position), high arm sleep sofa on casters



Forge is your go-to modular casework solution that 
creates connection points between caregivers, patients, 
and ultimately, designers — to craft calming, restorative, 
effi cient, and beautiful spaces. With versatile storage 
options and a contemporary palette, Forge is the central 
hub for uniting people and making work seamless in 
healthcare settings and beyond. 

FORGE

11above: Forge infusion casework, caregiver workstation, exam room casework

modular  casework



row one: Poet, Oxley, Jude   row two: Arwyn, Wink, Nosh, Indie   row three: Knox, Prost, Bourne, Arwyn, Trail

The robust JSI portfolio offers solutions for healthcare 
settings beyond the clinical space. Products for waiting 
areas, training rooms, private offices, lounge areas, and 
more, allow designers to utilize the expansive JSI finish 
palette and broad aesthetic range for maximum design 
coordination.  

Learn more at jsifurniture.com/health

EXPLORE OPTIONS
FOR EVERY SPACE.

13row one: Vision   row two: Hoopz, Lok   row three: Teekan, Poet
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